Features

Valve
Type A

Valve
Type B

Valve +
Meter Type C

Valve +
Meter Type D

SETﬂow™ 100

SETﬂow™ 100C

SETﬂow™ 100 + Kamstrup
FlowIQ2100 Ultrasonic
Meter Assembly

SETﬂow™ 100c + Kamstrup
FlowIQ2100 Ultrasonic
Meter Assembly

Long Range Bluetooth Control
SETﬂow™ AMI Network Control

(Itron 100W+ Req)

Valve Body Length

(Signal Coverage Req)

(Itron 100W+ Req)

(Signal Coverage Req)

2.5”

2.5”

n/a

no

no

no

1/2”, 5/8”, 3/4”, 1”

1/2”, 5/8”, 3/4”, 1”

5/8”, 3/4”

5/8”, 3/4”

n/a

n/a

7 1/2”

7 1/2”

Plan A: HaaS

$25/turn

$30/turn

$25/turn + $100 for meter

$30/turn + $100 for meter

Plan B: Subscription

$6/month

$8/month

$6/month

$9/month

$157

$379

$149 + $100 for meter

$379 + $100 for meter

15 years

10 years

15 years

10 years

Meter Reading w/ Cellular
Valve/Assembly Sizes
Total Assembly Lay Length

n/a

Ball Valve
IP68 Compliant
Auto Valve Rotation
Smart Phone Control
Enterprise Cloud Control
Integration with 3rd Party MDM
Support for Pre-Paid Billing
Price Plans:

Plan C: Retail
Valve Service Life
See Warranty for Details

Pricing Plan Details
Plan A: Hardware as a Service
For those utilities that don’t want to pay
anything up-front, zero monthly fees, and
want only to pay when they use the valve.
Plan A works best where utilities already
charge a fee for disconnect/reconnect,
and are comfortable passing a portion of
this fee on to SET as part of the HaaS
service model. Utilities using Plan A save
the operational costs of rolling a truck to
disconnect/reconnect service, and
therefore Plan A can potentially be a netzero cost to the utility to use the SETﬂow
valve technology.

Plan B: Subscription Service
For those utilities that don’t want to pay
anything up-front, no per-turn fees, and
are comfortable with a minimum monthly
fee and a 10-year term commitment. SET
is fully responsible for managing your
valves and your utility has full access to
the SETﬂow platform for the life of the
valve. If at any time during the contract
term your utility wants to cancel its
commitment, simply pay the retail cost of
the valve and continue using the SETﬂow
valve software for the life of the valve.

Plan C: Retail Price
For those utilities that prefer to pay upfront and to have no contract
commitments, or per-turn fees. Plan C is
a traditional purchase model and is
available for all valve types and
conﬁgurations. As part of the Plan C
purchase price all utilities will be given
access to the SETﬂow portal for 10 years
at no additional cost.

* Year 1 $120 min fee; 2-10 $60 min fee per year
Each valve turn fee is applied to the minimum fee
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